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"The Club" founders Reena Linke and Olivia Mulvey strike a pose at a meeting. 
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HelpingGet America su  
with 
"Back on Track" 
equipment. After 
that, she decided to 
start taking action 
in her community. 
The rest is history. 
Now, in 2004, 
she is up for her third re-election. 
Her campaign slogan is, "Let's 
Get Atherica Back on Track." She 
By Kaitlin Hartnett 
College students are busy people. 
They have their academics, 
friends, families, finances and 
social lives to worry about. Most 
of them say they do not even 
have time to go vote, let alone 
consider the issues involved with 
voting. That is exactly the reason 
why people like Congresswoman 
Betty McCollum come to visit 
schools and universities. While 
she was here for a short visit on 
Oct. 21, McCollum discussed 
why voting and politics are 
important to everyone, especially 
college students. 
"When you don't vote, you 
give someone else the power to 
affect the rest of your lives," she 
told Professor David Woodard's 
American Government class. 
Professor Woodard, who had 
been in contact with McCollum's 
office, said that he had not 
originally planned for her to 
come to campus. He said he had 
been trying to do something for 
By Eric Cannedy 
A new club has joined 
Concordia's campus during the 
fall of this year, and its focus 
is simultaneously broader and 
narrower than other CSP clubs 
and organizations. Although 
plans have changed throughout 
the course 
of the club's 
short history, 
students have 
appreciated 
the presence 
of a club that 
appeals to 
everyone. 
This club 
started 	with 
the 	intention 
of 
	
focusing 
on 	transfer 
students 	at 
Concordia. 
Co-founder 
Olivia Mulvey, 
a senior 
transfer student 
from Mars Hill 
College in 
North Carolina, wanted to form a 
club that intentionally reached out 
to transfer students. "I recognized 
the lack of community among 
transfer students, and thought that 
there was not enough 
deliberate action, on 
the school's part, for 
transfer students," said 
Mulvey. "The school 
did not organize or 
have anything set 
up for transfer students, so we 
began to toy with the idea of 'The 
Club. — While thinking about the 
concept,. the organizers decided 
that transfer students would 
independent 
study, but it 
ended up not 
working out. 
Then, he said her 
office emailed 
him again, 
asking if they 
could possibly 
come to campus 
for a visit. 
"They did 
more of the 
work," he said. 
"I think she likes 
going to talk 
to schools and 
universities." 
Professor 
Woodard, who 
teaches Political 
Science 131 
(American 
Government), 
American 
History 	until 
1877 	and 
benefit more from all student 
participation, not just transfers. 
Thus, The Club came to be 
open to all students—transfers, 
commuters, and residential. 
The group founders settled on 
the name of "The Club," mostly 
for lack of a better name. The 
Club is not just for transfers, nor 
just for commuters and residential 
students. The Club became what 
members called the group, and 
the name stuck. 
"We mostly do social activities 
to enhance community among 
students," said junior Reena 
Linke, a residential student 
and co-founder for The Club. 
Meeting once a week, The Club 
is still in the "foundational stage 
of the organization," according to 
Mulvey. Members are trying to 
build a firm sense of community 
before defining objectives for the 
rest of the year. A typical meeting 
focuses on food, socializing, and 
creating a sense 
of community 
in a place of 
fellowship. 
Once the 
foundations 
are set, the 
plan is to more 
deliberately 
begin organizing 
and facilitating 
eve'rits 
specifically 
geared towards 
transfer and 
commuter 
students. 
After the 
various 
meetings needed 
to start a club 
at Concordia, 
Mulvey and Linke presented 
The Club to Student Senate for 
approval. After discussion on the 
purpose and need for a club like 
this, Student Senate unanimously 
approved The Club 
as a new addition to 
CSP's list of clubs 
and organizations. 
The Club is now 
fully represented on 
the Student Activities 
Council and can receive funding 
from the university... 
see "The Club" 
continued on page 8 
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is only the second woman from 
Minnesota to serve in Congress. 
In her pamphlet, she discusses 
fighting for families, children 
and seniors while standing up for 
public schools and making health 
care more affordable to families 
and small businesses. While she 
was at Concordia, she did discuss 
health care a great deal. She also 
discussed the War on Terror and 
the federal deficit. 
"Students say, 'Why should 
we care about the deficit?" she 
said. "Because when deficits are 
high, banks don't have money. 
That means interest rates go up 
and loans and tuition are more 
expensive." 
Now, it is a big deal to college 
students. 
Woodard said that he thought 
the senator, being a Democrat 
coming to a Republican campus, 
respected the students' political 
beliefs. 
"I think she kept the partisan 
	  stuff 	toned 
down," he said. 
"She didn't make 
it a political rally. 
I definitely think 
Concordia should 
be included in 
the cycle of 
Macalester and the University of 
Minnesota that has people like 
this stop by more often." 
Photo by Kaitlin Hartnett 
Congresswoman Betty McCollum speaks to Concordia students on October 
21 in Dr. Woodard's American Government class. 
International 
Politics, said he 
thought students 
would enjoy 
seeing someone 
who played such 
an active role in 
the government. 
"I think it's good 
that students got 
to see a real, live 
politician," he 
said. "I definitely 
think we [the 
campus] need 
more of these 
types of people 
coming to visit." 
McCollum, who 
grew up in south 
St. Paul, said she 
decided to go into 
politics because 
her daughter hurt 
herself falling 
off a piece of 
playground 
"The Club" Hits Concordia 
"We mostly do social activities to 
enhance community among stud ents." 
- Reena Linke 
"When you don't vote, 
you give someone else 
the power to affect the 
rest of your lives." 
- Betty McCollum 
"I know it sounds strange, 
but I am very passionate 
about origami and the 
effects it has on people." 
- Mike Miller 
not just about 
angels. (Well, 
not really at 
all!) . Bringing 
students 
together from 
all walks of 
life to partake 
might 	just 
be the right 
answer. 
Over the 
past three 
weeks, three 
new 	clubs 
have 	been 
Halos, Spanish, and Origami Build Unity 
By Erin Jolie Thompson 
In the hustle and bustle of the 
approaching fall and winter 
months, one may find oneself 
thinking, "You know-...I wish 
that I could hang out with other 
students while folding origami, 
playing the video game Halo, 
and speaking Spanish." The 
newly-formed clubs at Concordia 
University   
given the "official club" stamp by 
Student Senate. Origami Club, 
Club Halo and Spanish Club have 
all been approved and have flown 
into full swing for the upcoming 
school year and, hopefully, many 
years to come. 
Origami Club, founded by 
Michael Miller, will be using 
gifts, talents, work, and lives of 
its members to serve God; more 
specifically, the club's intentional 
activities include service to others, 
learning more about origami, 
teaching others about origami 
(including the history and how 
and why to fold), and building 
relationships. Miller expresses his -7 
enthusiasm about Origami 
"I know it sounds strange, but I , 
am very passionate about origami 
and the effects it has on people. I 
love the look in a person's eyes 
when I hand over a finished object 
or when someone learns how to 
[make] a crane, monkey or flower 
for themselves for the first time. 
I hope through this club that we 
not only build paper sculptures 
but also relationships throughout 
our lives." 
To those students who are not 
video game buffs, Club Halo may 
sound like an angelic club. While 
it may be angelic in its own way, 
Club Halo is 
in playing the X-Box game Halo 
and finding a common ground 
and interest is a huge aspect of 
this club. Sam Seefeld, founder, 
reminisces: "Last year it was 
a turning point in my semester 
when members of the football 
team, who I never thought 1 would 
be friends with, came into my 
room and played Halo with me. 
1 met so many people last year 
from playing: people who I had 
never talked to before and I never 
thought would be, friends with. 
That was the start of this, knowing 
that we can bring people together 
ariddose the gap of the diN;isidri.S 
here on campus. This is a 'really. 
cool way to 'do that - So', this iS 
,not just. a bunch of men sitting 
around playing video games... 
men and women are involved and 
the focus is not so much the game 
as the relationships and bonds 
that are formed. 
Espanol, anyone? For some, 
Spanish may be a hobby, pastime, 
dreaded subject in school or 
fluent language. Whatever 
the skill or interest, Spanish 
club has something to offer 
everyone. Spanish club, formed 
by Kendall Bruhl, was created 
in order to promote knowledge 
and awareness of the Spanish 
languages and cultures through 
By Michelle Wegner 
"Our lives are a journey... 
we are looking forward for 
something specific but it seems 
so far away," said senior Angela 
Birr when asked about Homer's 
popular epic, "The 
Odyssey." In the 
epic, Odysseus 
journeys through 
Ithaca to make 
his way home 
and faces many 
challenges on the 
way. The Human 
Odyssey, a unique 
course offered this 
coming spring at 
Concordia University, explores 
Odysseus. journey and relates 
it to everyone's journey in the 
-twenty-first century. 
The Human Odyssey is a 
.general education course that 
fulfills the fine arts requirements 
for all undergraduateS. This four 
credit course will be offered next 
spring in the I:1 . 0-2:20 time slot 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. 
Doctors Allan Mahnke and 
Kathryn Schenk will be teaching  
activities for all levels. Some 
of their goals include watching 
Spanish movies, tasting those 
delicious delicacies of Spanish 
countries, speaking Spanish, 
attending cultural activities and 
Spanish church services in the 
area, and forming relationships. 
Bruit! says, "I am looking forward 
to this year and the possibilities 
it holds because we are a new 
the course. 
"This is hands down our favorite 
course. The class links all the arts 
together and brings them into 
the lives or every human being," 
Mahnke said. The course focuses 
on a collection 
of themes from 
the book: home, 
hospitality, 
reputation, identity, 
and the nature of 
arts. Throughout 
the course, students 
explore the 
relations between 
art, history, religi on, 
and culture. 
The Human Odyssey is a unique 
addition to Concordia's fine arts 
program. The class was first 
offered spring of 2003 in an effort 
to bring all forms of art together 
in one class. Mahnke and Schenk 
also wanted to provide a class 
that gave students Multiple ways 
to learn. 
"We wanted to find ways other 
than writing to help students learn 
the material. This is not a writing 
intensive course like Music and  
club. Knowledge of the Spanish 
language is so important, and we 
plan on having a lot of fun with 
it, too." 
So, the final question of the day: 
what do origami, Spanish, and 
Halo have in common? They all 
have new clubs here at Concordia. 
Feel free to check them out. 
the •Hwrian Experience [another 
general education course]," 
Mahnke said. 
Bin agreed, "It made you think 
rather than having to do a lot of 
assignments or writing." 
Mahnke also stressed the sense 
of community within the class. 
When the class was first offered, 
students collectively made a 
quilt; next semester's students 
will write a book which will be 
entered into Concordia's Library 
Technology Center. Students will 
also participate in the "Concordian 
Games" and present to the class 
a story about their own personal 
journey. 
"All the students did presentations 
about some part of their family, 
themselves, or their culture. We 
got to eat a lot of different type 
of foods from different cultures. 
We always had something to eat," 
Birr said. 
Students can register for The 
Human Odyssey on Bear Path 
through the Concordia local page. 
Space is limited and it may not he 
offered again until 2007. 
"The class links 
all the arts 
together and 
brings them into 
the lives of every 
human being." 
Allan Manke 
Journey to General Education Credit 
what puts great 
style in reach? 
a visit to The Aveda Institute 
Minneapolis for a purely 
affordable hair cut, hair color 
or spa treatment. 
Experience soothing services for hair, nail, skin 
and body at relaxed prices. Cuts start at $12 and 
hair color and texture at $32. Massages start at 
$44 and facials at $35. Enjoy a waxing, manicure 
and pedicure, too. All services provided by 
supervised students. Appointments welcome by 
calling 612.331.1400. 
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Question Answered: Just a Prank 
By Matthew Griepentrog 	The answer to all of these 
I like to read. I have read quite questions is no. The kiosk prank, 
a few books this year already for and it was a prank, harmed no 
simple pleasure. But that is not one. The kiosk did not die. As 
what this article is about. This much as Corson has feelings for 
article is about twisting words her beloved kiosk, it still does not 
and loving inanimate objects. have feelings of its own. I can 
In the Oct. 20 issue of the Sword, just imagine Corson going up to 
Megan Corson suggested that console the kiosk. "I'm so sorry 
the kiosk was "destroyed." And Mr. Kiosk that this happened 
maliciously at that. Let's take a to you. Are you ok? Do you 
look at what that means. 
enjoy his life as a plain old white 
kiosk that no one used? Perhaps 
this event needs to be put in a 
different light. 
The kiosk is actually an object 
on campus that can take a prank. 
The Luther statue and that other 
naked one are too fragile and 
expensive to handle the pranks 
they once took in the days of old. 
If Ms. Corson thinks painting the 
kiosk was bad, imagine what 
"The kiosk prank, and it was a 
prank, harmed no one. The kiosk 
did not die. As much as Corson 
has feelings for her beloved 
kiosk, it still does not 
have feelings of its own." 
- Matthew Griepentrog 
she would've said if she was 
a student in the sixties when 
they painted Luther. 
The kiosk is not an important 
part of this university. In 
fact, it's totally worthless. I 
walk past thousands of feet 
of posters every day in the 
tunnel. I don't need another 
wooden piece of junk in my 
need CPR? I'm certified you 
know! Oh, Mr. Kiosk, how could 
someone paint you in bright 
colors like this?" 
If you think the kiosk has 
feelings, Ms. Corson, did you 
ever bother to ask the kiosk if he 
enjoyed his white paint? Did he 
way telling me when the next 
art display is happening. 
Perhaps Ms. Corson is right. It 
shouldn't have been painted. In 
fact, it really should have been 
destroyed. The thing should be 
killed and given a proper funeral, 
and Ms. Corson can deliver the 
eulogy. 
Common Sense and Capital Punishment 
acts as a deterrent is also wrong, as Another important measure of the 
perception of the death penalty 
being a deterrent exists in a May 
2004 Gallup poll. The poll asked 
if individuals viewed the death 
penalty as a deterrent and found 
that 62 percent disagreed with ' 
this notion. 
The death 
penalty 	is 	a 
very 	hotly 
debated 	issue 
in the United 
States, bringing 
deep emotions from 
both sides. But, in my opinion, 
it is absolutely the right time to 
abolish this form of punishment. 
The previously discussed aspects 
of this issue are just a few of the 
• .4 • 
more activi nto 	e 
be torturous, but it would h 
to integrate a workout plan/ 
your schedule. A workout c 
be anything from a walk to an 
intramural sport. The Gangelhotf 
Center has long hours, and there 
is a smaller workout area in the 
"It is absolutely the right 
time to abolish this form 
of punishment." 
- Jeremy Johnson 
states 	without 
the death penalty. This same data out many ByJeremy Johnson 
What do the countries China, 
Democratic Republic of Congo 
(DRC), Iran, Pakistan, and the 
United States of America have 
in common? They are the only 
nations in the world since 2000 
to have executed individuals that 
were minors at the time their crime 
was committed. The Supreme 
Court recently decided that it 
would take up the case of Roper 
v. Simmons, a case involving a 
26-year-old man facing the death 
penalty for a crime he committed 
when he was 17. The decision 
will be made whether or not it 
is constitutional to use capital 
punishment with defendants 
under the age of 18. 
Instead of examining this case 
directly, I think it is important to 
look at the death penalty issue 
in general. I guess the best way 
of going about this is to look at 
Thoughtful 
By President Bob Hoist 
Don't miss the "Americans Who 
Tell the Truth" art exhibit. The 
national touring art exhibit now 
hangs on display in the Buenger 
Educational Center until Nov. 23. 
The portraits of truth tellers and 
their words will teach, tantalize, 
tutor and even torment. For 
example, Eisenhower's words 
remind me of the Biblical call for 
nations to beat destructive swords 
into productive hoes and deadly 
spears into harvest-enhancing 
pruning knives. The former 
President's visage and words 
ask, "Why do we willingly invest 
billions into weapons of human 
destruction while the prophetic 
vision of God is peace?" When 
I connect Zora Neale Hurston's 
lament with Jesus' parable of the 
Last Judgment, I am reminded 
that what we do [or do not do] to 
the most vulnerable of our God 
created human family we do to our 
Lord. Eleanor Roosevelt's words 
remind me of St. Paul's message  
the reasons for having the death 
penalty. One argument in favor 
of the death penalty is that it is a 
lot less expensive to execute our 
violent criminals as opposed to 
keep them in prison without parole. 
Second, some people argue that it 
is a very good deterrent to violent 
crimes. When criminals know 
there is a possibility of execution, 
it keeps them from committing 
the crimes, as reflected by violent 
crime rates in states that use 
capital punishment. 
The two above mentioned 
reasons are of course nonsense. 
Many reports have been compiled 
that prove the costs of the death 
penalty far exceed the prices 
associated with life imprisonment. 
Most notably was a report released 
by Tennessee Comptroller of the 
Treasury this past July. The report 
cited that death penalty trials cost 
an average of 48 percent more 
than average life in prison trials. 
Some other notable reports mirror 
these findings; Kansas costs 
about three times more, Indiana, 
about 38 percent, Florida would 
save $51 million by going for life 
in prison without parole, and in 
Texas it costs about three times 
more. These statistics should 
prove that beyond the ethical 
questions of the death penalty lie 
fiscal concerns that should also be 
addressed. 
The idea that the death penalty 
Reflections 
that living in God's love means 
no one — not even I myself — can 
make me inferior, unimportant or 
unlovable. Woody Guthrie's ode 
calls for critical examination of 
contemporary social issues in the 
spotlight of my own responsibility 
as a caring citizen and disciple of 
Christ. Often called the "Black 
Moses," Frederick Douglass' 
words still trumpet like the 
Biblical prophet's call to let God's 
people go! 
Although the exhibit is significant 
in itself as a work of art, it grows 
in importance because it can 
promote thought over almost every 
academic discipline. Connecting 
the expressive portraits with the 
words engages the curious mind 
in psychological, sociological, 
historical, economical, ecological, 
ethical, political and theological 
issues. Indeed, the heart and 
soul of college success comes 
from academic achievement in 
the classroom, yet extracurricular 
activities — like investing time in 
"Americans Who Tell the Truth" 
— can enhance learning and add 
pleasure to one's schedule. When 
examined in the context of the 
Christian Gospel, the artwork 
can prepare one, as our Mission 
Statement says, "for thoughtful 
and informed living, dedicated 
service to God and humanity and 
the enlightened care of God's 
creation." Engage the exhibit. 
God gives no greater gift and 
challenge in life than to struggle 
with and for truth.  
demonstrated by various polls and 
statistics gathered on crime rates 
in states with capital punishment. 
The FBI Uniform Crime Reports 
showed that the average murder 
rates of death penalty states in 
2001 were 5.2 
per 100,000, 
contrasting 
sharply with 
the lower rate 
of 2.9 among 
showed that 10 of the 12 states 
without capital punishment have 
homicide rates below the national 
average while the rates seem to be 
increasing in death penalty states. 
The definition of destroy 
is "to tear down or break up; 
demolish." Also it means "to 
kill; to subdue or completely 
crush." Malice is defined 
as "The intent, without just 
cause or reason, to commit a 
wrongful act that will result 
in harm to another." 
Now, taking these 
definitions, let's see if the 
kiosk "vandalism" fits the harsh 
description given by Corson. 
Was the kiosk killed? Did it die? 
Was it completely crushed? Was 
it demolished? Did someone 
end its life? Did the kiosk prank 
result in harm to another? Was it 
without just cause or reason? 
ormal body 
eig 
It sounds as'y 
considered your healthy normal 
body weight in comparison with 
your current body weight, which 
is a great first step. It is important 
to not just look at athletes or 
movie stars for a healthy body 
image. 
First, I would recommend not 
many reasons to get rid of the 
death penalty. The company our 
nation keeps in holding on to the 
use of this practice should be 
startling. We are the only Western 
nation remaining to still use the 
death penalty. We should want 
to be a civilization that preaches 
the ideas of life not death. If the 
execution of an individual does 
not equate to cruel and unusual 
punishment then I cannot think of 
what would. It is time to step out 
of the shadows of the centuries 
old method of punishment and 
move towards logic and common 
sense. If the Supreme Court is to 
enact a minimum age for handing 
out death sentences this session, I 
say they set it at 117. 
i)ounds, but you may also foil 
better! 
Lastly, cut the caffeine froM 
your diet. Pop and coffee do not 
,hydrate the body, they dehyd 
it. Water 	, ,„, 
Art Exhibit Provokes 
at college students have hectic While finding time for working 
schedules and sometimes 10 p.m. out may be difficult, working out 
is the only time available to get releases endorphins that produce 
'food. Flowever, I would not make a sense of comfort and euphoria. 
ate night snacks a habit. If you. , Not only will you be shedding 
are hungry late at night, try to 
something like fruit or vegetal) 
nstead of pizza or candy,
When eating throughout, 
—fry to focus on eating he 
d 	4 
eating after 9 p.m. I understand basement of the Student Union 
ccording to M 
3 
Stephanie Olson — 	 Beth Nimmo — Sophomore 
Freshman Communication 	DCE 
"I would giggle uncontrollably." "I would go out of my mind!" 
CSP Speaks: 
"What would you do if you were President of the United States?" 
Compiled and photographed by Ben Fink 
C.J. Sanderson — Senior Kinesiology 
"I would make sure all college athletes are on small salary 
because they don't have time to get a job." 
Montez Bridgefourth — Junior Communication 
"I would erase all taxes." 
• 	 . 	 • 
Thor raifi Fink    . 
Club 3 degrees is located on 5Th Street, one -half block north of 1't Avenue in 
Minneapolis, 
i3y Abby Gimbel 
Students sit through long 
elasses all week, then the 
weekend comes along and 
college students are ready to 
rock 'n' roll all night. One way 
students can make up for' all the 
sitting is to get on their feet and 
dance the night away. 
There are many clubs around 
St. Paul, but in many of those 
places there are influences that 
may not be positive; they could 
even be dangerous places to be 
Many students may like the idea 
of having fun and dancing with 
friends, but many times that 
also comes with the downfall of 
wing cigarette smoke in one's 
pee, the smell of alcohol in the 
Or, or creepy people following /, 
a person around. It often seems 
:ORP,9s#S't9,satxsfy the.need  
have that kind of fun in a positive 
environment. 
That is where Club 3 Degrees 
comes in It has the enjoyable 
club atmosphere, yet is also a 
positive Christian environment. 
Club 3 Degrees is the perfect 
place to get your groove on and 
have fun. In a world where the 
words "Christian" and "fun" 
sometimes seem like antonyms, 
Club 3 Degrees brings those 
words together in one place. It 
offers a safe environment, yet 
none of the fun is taken away. 
College students thrive on 
music and food, and Club 3 
Degrees offers both of these, with 
a touch of spiritual nourishment. 
Club 3 Degrees gets both local 
and national Christian groups to 
perform every Thursday, Friday, 
6, ght 	There ks  
Sheila Hogan — Junior 
Sociology 
"I would make the government 
take care of our environment; 
I would also throw massive 
parties in the White House." 
By Alissa Kness 
After taking the LSAT in early 
October, it was time for me to 
take the next step toward a career 
in law and start applying to law 
schools. I realized that many 
students probably do not know 
what the study of pre-law entails 
and have many questions about 
it, questions such as, "Why study 
law? What undergraduate degree 
should one pursue? What is the 
LSAT? When is it a good time to 
take the LSAT?" To get answers 
to these questions, I interviewed 
gag 
elu 
lounge with pool tables and i<l* 
trivia, a national trivia interactive 
TV game where one can compete 
with friends and people from 
around the country. The lounge 
offers a plethora of succulent 
snacks to choose from, and CO,,I1 
3 Degrees has a wide van 
of non-alcoholic beverag 
Their delectable treats Melt) 
items such as bottled beverag 
espresso, smoothies, desserts, and 
bar appetizers. 
Club 3 Degrees is definitely 
worth the trip to Minneapolis. The 
cost to attend events is relatively 
cheap for the quality music being 
received. Tickets usually range 
from about $8-$ 16, plus there is 
often a discount with a college 
ID. For more information, go 
to wwvv.club3degrees.corn and 
check out some of the upcoming 
bands and events. 
James McNear — Junior 
Sports Management 
"I would reinstate all the 
religious boundaries that 
existed when our country was 
formed." 
worked as a tax 
attorney with the 
I.R.S in Washington, 
D.C. Occasionally, 
he will still practice 
if people need 
him. Thomas was 
attracted to law 
because it was a 
way that he could 
change things in the world for the 
better. 
Thomas points out that a student 
can enter law school with any 
liberal arts undergraduate major; 
the majority of students have an 
undergraduate major in political 
science, history or English. 
"Law means a lot of speaking 
and writing, so any major with an 
emphasis in those areas is good," 
Thomas states. 
Every law school requires 
applicants to have taken the Law 
School Admissions Test (LSAT). 
This test, created by the Law 
School Admissions Council, 
is a measure   
of 	reasoning 
and 	analyzing, 
rather 	than 
specific 	subject 
knowledge. 
The LSAT is 
administered four 
times a year at many different 
locations. One can register for a 
test date and location at lsac.org . 
After taking the LSAT, which 
Thomas emphasizes is best to 
take during the fall of senior year, 
it is time to start applying to law 
schools. Shane Perry, a lawyer 
in St. Paul, attended the William 
Mitchell School of Law. 
"William Mitchell is a very good 
law school; it is very practical," 
he stated. Perry adds that all of 
the private law schools in this 
area are very good, but being 
private schools, their tuition is 
higher. He notes that, "State law 
Graham Lovhaug —
Sophomore English Education 
"I would abolish the public 
education system as we know 
it and privatize it." 
and you need a high 
undergraduate GPA 
and LSAT score." 
He adds that, while 
state schools are 
less expensive, 
smaller schools are 
nice because they 
allow a level of 
interaction between 
the students and professors that 
does not exist in larger schools. 
Thomas notes that it can be good 
to go to law school in the state 
in which one plans to practice, 
saying "Law is very territorial." 
Each state has its own bar exam 
and the study of law is localized 
to each state. It can also be easier 
to get a job in the state because 
there are more job listings from 
within that state. However, he 
adds that it can be beneficial to 
go to law schools in° a different 
state, because it widens a person's 
perspective about the world. 
Not everyone who goes to law 
school will end 
up 	practicing 
law. As Thomas 
states, "Law is a 
very broad field; 
there is a wide 
variety of what 
one can do with a 
law degree." 
Ann Davey, a public defender 
from Hudson, Wis., agrees, noting 
that "Law is a good degree to get 
even if you don't end up being a 
lawyer. For many people, it is a 
step to something else." However, 
she advises students that "the 
most important_ thing is to be sure 
you know what you're doing, and 
that you're positive you want to 
go to law school. Don't go just 
because you don't know what 
else to do." As with any career, 
law entails a lot of hard work; a 
career in law can be demanding, 
but also rewarding. 
0 0, 
/...ArAirs 
omel 
Career Column: Legal Aspirations 
some attorneys. 	 schools, such as the University of 
At Concordia, Business Professor Minnesota School of Law, have 
Wilbur Thomas is the person to much lower tuition costs than 
talk to if interested in pursuing private schools. As a result, there 
a future in law. Before coming is a higher level of competition to 
to Concordia, he   get into the school, 
"Law is a very 
broad field; there 
is a wide variety of 
what one can do 
with a law degree." 
- Professor 
Wilbur Thomas 
"Law is a good degree 
to get even if you don't 
end up being a lawyer." 
- Professor Wilbur 
Thomas 
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Homecoming Week: An Experience in School Spirit 
the Golden Bears on Oct.15. Photos by Eric Cannedy, Abby Fink, Ben Fink, and courtesy of Alumni Relations By Kaitlin Hartnett 
Homecoming Week 2004 was 
one of the best Homecomings yet, 
according to CAB (Concordia 
Activities Board) member Jodi 
Beck. 
"It went very, very well," Beck 
said. "We had over 100 people at 
coronation, the hypnosis show, 
the talent show and the street 
party." 
It all began on Monday, Oct. 
11, with Pajama Day, where 
most students proudly showed 
their school spirit by wearing 
their pajamas to class and around 
campus. 
Homecoming week continued 
on Tuesday, Oct. 12, with Dress-
Your-Best Day and the evening 
ended with an all-campus talent 
show that included six acts 
altogether. 
Wednesday proved to be 
a little ironic with the cold, 
cloudy weather mixed with the 
hula skirts and flowered shirts 
students sported for Hawaiian 
Day. At night was the coronation 
of Homecoming royalty where 
seniors Charlie Offenbacher and 
Desirae Jones were crowned 
Homecoming King and Queen. 
This was closely followed by 
comedy-hypnotist Jason Mystic in 
the Buetow. Eleven participants, 
including the Homecoming 
Queen, all had a chance to sit  
in an imaginary movie theater 
and cheer on imaginary horses, 
much to the amusement of their. 
classmates in the audience. 
On Thursday, many students 
were seen walking around in 
outfits that were probably the 
worst sets of clothing ever worn 
to celebrate Clash Day. This was 
probably only one of the days of 
the entire year where it was okay 
if you grabbed things out of the 
closet with eyes closed. Thursday 
night saw the fun and craziness 
that was the Costume Ball, which 
Beck said was the newest part of 
Homecoming Week. Prizes were 
given for the best male and female 
costumes. 
"The Costume Ball was a new 
event, so I think that really made 
it quality this year," she said. 
"We also spent more money on 
Homecoming Week this year, 
but the student turnout definitely 
made it worth it." 
Following this was Midnight 
Madness in the Gangelhoff Center 
where the Men's and Women's 
basketball teams made their first 
legal public appearance. Free t-
shirts were handed out to the first 
50 arrivals and over $1,000 worth 
of prizes were given for different 
kinds of contests. 
Friday, students were encouraged 
to participate in Dress-in-Blue-
Day to show their support for 
The evening was originally 
scheduled as Bonfire Night, but 
was cancelled due to the cold, wet 
weather. Fans could still get into 
the Homecoming spirit, however, 
by attending the victorious 
volleyball game versus Minnesota 
State University, Moorhead. 
Saturday was the Homecoming 
football game against the MSU, 
Moorhead Mavericks, where the 
Bears steamrolled the opponents 
for a 34-20 victory. There was 
also a popular pre-game street 
party, with free food provided by 
restaurants such as the Green Mill, 
roasted corn from the State Fair, 
and CAB also had a particular 
person fly in from Miami to make 
brats. Also, later that evening was 
another winning volleyball game 
against Winona State University. 
"I think the most popular event 
of the week was the street party," 
Beck said. "The food was just 
phenomenal, and it was all free!" 
In addition to the free food, 
Beck also said she thought the 
party was well-prepared. About 
18 clubs and organizations were 
involved and had booths. 
"It was ten times better than it 
had been in the past," she said. 
"All of the activities were top-
notch." 
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Photo by Dr. Debra Beilke 
Artist Robert Greeley stands with his painting of Mark Twain. Those interested can check out Creeley's exibit in the 
Bueger Education Center, on dispay until November 23, 2004. 
Finding Fascinating Reading 
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A movie review of*The Grudge 
Arts Calendar "American's Who Tell the Truth" 
in the young adult section (YA), 
especially YA fantasy. Harry 
Potter has rekindled a love of 
fantasy. New writers, as well as 
old writers, are a big hit. The 
"Artemis Fowl" books, Susan 
Cooper's stuff, Brian Jacques, 
and Philip Pullman are just a 
few of them. Unfortunately, in 
the YA section, you also find 
the "Gossip Girls" series. It's 
described as 'Sex & the City' 
By Morgan McLaughlin 
After such horrifyingly awful 
Movies as "Jeepers Creepers," 
most ofAmerica tends to be weary 
of horror movies with a rating of 
)G-13, Oftentimes in an attempt 
to reach larger demographic, 
studios will tone down their 
horror movies. The result of the 
toning down is usually a very 
disappointed audience watching 
a watered-down movie. With' an 
opening weekend of nearly $40 
million, it becomes clear that 
'The Gnidge" is a little different. 
The lead role of "The Grudge" is 
played by Sarah Michelle 
 
Cellar, 
,C,4400,beSt known from her 
role as Busy, from the hit show 
Puffy the Vampire Slayer. After 
playing a butt- 
ellar takes 
, 	 . 
co-star that 
is the chief of 
only speaks pe 
barely has an accen  
Even with its downfalls, "The 
Grudge" is one of those rare 
movies that proves that an 
audience can be scared at a PG-
13 movie. During the course of 
the movie, there are no scenes of 
mutilation, vulgarity, nudity, sex, 
By Amity Foster 
Recently someone asked me 
how I find all of the books I read. 
Some of them are classics—ones 
I return to over and over again. 
Most of these are fantasy/myth 
books by Jane Yolen, Robin 
McKinley, and Neil Gaiman. 
A lot of them come from the 
bookstore where I work. 
A lot of the customers 
are there for the latest 
bestseller, and I get a lot of 
recommendations for those, 
such as "Da Vinci Code," 
Janet Evanovich's books, 
and "No. 1 Ladies Detective 
Agency." I read them so I 
can tell customers what I 
think when they ask. But it's 
hard telling customers that I 
thought "Da Vinci Code" had 
an interesting story line but 
is terribly written. However, 
some are excellent, like "No. 
1 Ladies Detective Agency." 
Two other categories I 
enjoy are political science 
and self-help books. "Unfit 
Commander," "Unfit for 
Command," and books by 
Ann Coulter, Sean Hannity 
and everybody's favorite, 
Michael Moore. The "9/11 
Commission Report" is also a 
big seller. "America" by Jon 
Stewart is wonderful; it's all 
about American democracy. 
The self-help books are ones 
like "He's Just Not That Into 
You," those about finding 
self-confidence and anything 
about how to get a girl/guy. 
Other books have covers 
that attract me. This is where 
a lot of the chick lit falls: 
shiny and pink, with titles like 
"Shopaholic," "4 Blondes," 
and "Good in Bed." I read 
these because they're easy: 
Fat/poor self-esteem/small-
town girl falls in love with/ 
gets hurt by gorgeous/rich 
man and either 'gets' him or 
rises above all expectations 
and gains self-confidence. 
I find a lot of good stuff 
for the younger set. What those 
characters spend on shoes is more 
than I make in two months. And 
yet, they're completely addictive, 
not especially for 13 year olds, 
though—the target audience. 
My favorite books are pop 
culture. These are straight out of 
the sociology section, which... 
see "Fascinating Reading" 
continued on page 8 
or frequent displays of someone 
dying. Yes, "The Grudge" proveS 
that what is not shown can be 
infinitely more disturbing than 
what is. 
"The Grudge" is a movie 
that seeks to disturb and scare 
its viewers with two main 
attackers— a disturbing little boy 
whose main line throughout tho 
movie is a cat's meow and a spider  
walking thing that is obsessed 
with eyeballs. The camera work; 
makeup, and special et; on  
this film are outstai„ 
demons look not only.realisti' 45x,
appearance but also r 
something that is rare in a 
movie. However, it s 
brought to 
that `7‘, a JaPariese 
an 
'movie is  • 	• i    saying, but keep 
'lifter a summer of let downs 
movie is a breath of fresh air. , 
for a rating out of five stars, "ThO 
Grudge" would get four and a 
half stars. See this movie. 
Reviews at a glance: The Grudge: 
4.5/5 stars; Ladder 49: 2.5/5 stars; 
The Forgotten:3.5/5 stars 
Until November 5: Photo Biennial 4: Self Portrait in the 
Concordia Gallery and Alumni Exhibition in the H. Williams 
Teaching Gallery. 
Until November 23: "Americans Who Tell the Truth," 
exhibition by Rob Shetterly, in the Buenger Education Center. 
November 4: Concert Band Fall Concert in the Buetow 
Music Auditorium. 7:30 p.m. 
November 5-7: "The Crucible" at the Loading Dock Theater. 
8 p.m. Fri & Sat; 2 p.m. Sun. $16. 
November 6: Jt Jazz Concert-Mac Jazz Big Band & 
Universal Church perform at Universal Church. 8 p.m. Free. 
November 9-14: "Scrooge" at the Orpheum Theatre. 7:30 
p.m. Tue-Thu; 8 p.m. Fri-Sat; 2 p.m. Sat; 1 and 6:30 p.m. Sun. 
$20-$73. 
November 11: lo Palmer: "Body Language" in the 
Concordia Gallery. Artist's talk and reception: 4:30-7 p.m. 
November 11-13, 17-20: "Richard Ill" at the Foley Theater, 
University of St. Thomas campus. 7 p.m.. $5. 
November 13: Macalester Pipe and Band; Hart School of 
Highland Dance Traditional Scottish Music at Macalester 
College's Janet Wallace Fine Arts Center. 8 p.m. $10. 
November 14: Professor Shari Speer's Lyric Soprano 
Recital in the Buetow Music Auditorium. 3:30 p.m. 
November 18-21: "Proof" in the E.M. Pearson Theatre. 7:30 
p.m.Thu-Sat; 2 p.m. Sun. $4 for CSP Employees/Students, $10 
adults, $8 seniors. 
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isappear in Jesus 
Photo Courtesy of Alumni Relations 
Concordia students, alumni, faculty, and staff gather for chapel during Home-
coming week. 
tz 
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Homecoming: Coming Back to Worship 
By Sarah Erkkinen and 
Jesse Stremcha 
This year's Homecoming shirts 
were emblazoned with "CU at 
home." At its core, Homecoming 
is about celebrating the Concordia 
home. For current students, this 
means celebrating student life 
and CSP. For alumni, it means a 
return to their roots and the time 
when they were students. That's 
why 25 alumni came back to be 
part of chapel the week of Oct. 
11-16. 
The week of chapel was 
celebrated with alumni from both 
on and off campus participating 
in chapel—as greeters, 
musicians, pastors, readers and 
speakers. Alumni were assisted 
by the Student Alumni Council, a 
student group working to enhance 
connections between students and 
alumni to maintain traditions on 
campus. 
"We saw this as another way 
to make homecoming special 
for both students and alumni," 
said Jesse Stremcha, director of 
Alumni Relations. "This was 
a great opportunity for alumni 
to give back to Concordia and 
it's important for students to 
understand how much alumni 
do, in addition to giving money, 
By Gwen Labovitch 
The sounds of daybreak can be 
heard throughout the air telling 
you it is time to start another 
day. Today will not be a good 
day, so you cling to the safety of 
night as the covers somehow find 
themselves over your head. The 
g found you, a*,d , 	'of X 
bee° 
hard dump 
01, 	your 
ihroat, and 
you 	are 
sled up into a small ball in your 
,ed wishing and praying that you 
Would just disappear. If only 
fr.pu could stay in your dreams, 
but the piercing music is ringing 
rough your head telling you it is 
4the to leave that refuge and face 
whatever is to come in this day. 
These mornings are common, 
but that does not make them 
easier to deal with or to get out 
of bed. The consequences of our 
actions catch up with us, and hop, 
can be hard to find when our dail,  
to care for students. Our alumni 
are very interested in the spiritual 
development of CSP students." 
"We've worked hard to make 
homecoming about more than 
a football game," Stremcha 
continued. "We were glad Campus 
Ministry was 
willing to work 
with us to make 
this happen. 
It was a good 
way to get 
alumni back, 
thinking about 
Concordia and 
celebrating the 
school and our 
students again." 
"When I 
contacted 
alumni about 
being involved 
in chapel, 
they were all 
very excited 
to help out—
some were even nervous," 
said Sarah Erkkinen, alumni 
relations associate. "Alumni 
have powerful memories of their 
experiences in chapel. It can be 
kind of daunting to try to live up 
to those memories." 
On Monday, Stan Thompson 
`98, Janelle Cotter '04, Thomas 
Knoll and Jason Moran '02 led 
a contemporary worship service 
based on the theme verse of 
the year, Isaiah 41:10. Cotter 
spoke to those in attendance 
about atelaphobia, the fear of 
imperfection, something that 
seems to affect many people. 
Christina Phillips '00 and Jacob 
LaCroix '03 were also on hand to 
greet all chapel attendees. 
The services on Tuesday and 
Wednesday were more traditional 
utilizing Morning Prayer, Holden 
Evening Prayer and a Eucharist 
service using Divine Service III. 
All of these traditional services 
were led by alumni including 
Dave Langemo '94, Mary Kay 
Bensen '75, Andrew Johnson '02, 
Jeremy- Davis '04, Jim Gimbel 
`81 and Connie 
Strohschein 
`65. 
Rev. Dennis 
Heiden ,79, 
who celebrated 
his 
reunion 	over 
Homecoming 
weekend, 
shared 	a 
message 	in 
Thursday's 
chapel service 
based on 
Matthew 6:25-
34. Heiden 
proved to be 
popular, with 
some asking, 
"Can he come back every day?" 
Ben Babcock '04 played trumpet 
accompanying Student Alumni 
Council member April Clausen on 
the organ that morning as well. 
During Friday's chapel service, 
Rev. Lucas Woodford '98, shared 
a message while a group of eight  
alumni (Eric Selle '04, Matt Maas 
'00, Johnson '02, Moran '02, 
Mark Boehme '03, Erica Eickhoff 
'04, Cotter '04 and Erkkinen '02) 
led the music. "It was great to be 
able to play in chapel again with 
some old friends! I like staying 
involved with my alma mater," 
said Johnson. 
"The Neighbors," a musical 
group featuring Tom and Amy '99 
Gundermann, Sam Rahberg '00 
and Jack Carlos '99, led musical 
worship during Saturday's 
Homecoming chapel. Bob and 
Sally Cordes '55 and Roger 
Dramstad '68, the Alumni Council 
president, enjoyed greeting chapel 
attendees. Christus sang the 
benediction, "E'en so, Lord Jesus, 
Quickly Come," which made an 
even more meaningful chapel for 
some returning alumni. "Hearing 
that song will always remind me 
of the good times I had singing in 
choir" said Boehme '03. 
"Having alumni back in chapel 
seemed to be a really nice 
addition to the week's festivities," 
Stremcha said. "I hope we'll be 
able to continue our partnership 
with Campus Ministry and bring 
alumni back every year." Perhaps, 
some of the current CSP students 
reading this will be back to lead 
chapel in the years to come. 
"The consequences of our 
actions catch up with us, and 
hope can be hard to find." 
- Gwen Labovitch 
Photo by Ben Fink 
world seems to be going down the toilet. 
The paper isn't done, the test wasn't studied 
for, you don't want to even think about the 
nasty words that came out of your mouth to a 
beloved friend, the dishes are collecting mold 
in the sink, and the list goes on as the longing 
to be invisible becomes more intense. 
"You are my hiding place; you will protect 
me from trouble and surround me with 
songs of deliverance," the psalmist writes 
in Psalm 32:7. No matter what storms are 
taking place internally 
or externally, God 
is holding us in his 
arms. We will have, 
to face our mist 
and failures and le 
all of the lessons this 
come with the 
such as confession and absolution, honesty, 
forgiveness, and so on. But, there is comfor 
in knowing that Jesus is with us. Eve, 
though hard rain falls down upon us e  
will always hold us within his 
rain falls upon us both. 
Disappearing in the lovi4 arms 
knowing that he is with us when the 
and rain coming crashing down upon., 
heads, is a joy and a strength that folio 
throughout life—a promise we can tni, 
Instead of pulling the covers over you 
1 the rnornin cling to God's Word 
at 
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Photo by Jonathan Nelson 
James McNear looks downfield in a game earlier this season against University 
of Wisconsin River Falls. 
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Bears Roll on Homecoming 
By Ben Johnson 
The Golden Bears football team 
took out MSU-Moorhead easily as 
the Bears rolled to a 34-20 win on 
Homecoming day. James McNear 
proved again what a force he is, 
as he ran for 118 yards and two 
touchdowns and also threw for 
166 yards with two touchdowns. 
The Bears were able to run all 
day as they chalked up 241 yards 
rushing against the Moorhead 
defense. Sophomore Aaron 
Cawthorn had 78 yards rushing 
on 15 carries to help complete the 
Bears rushing attack. Cawthorn 
had this to say about his team 
and their hopes for the rest of this 
season: 
"We need to play with pride 
the rest of the season. We need to 
continue to grow as a team and 
continue to get better for future 
seasons. We also need to be there  
for each other even when times are 
down. This is the closest family I 
have here and there is no possible 
way that I am going to let them 
down, especially the seniors." 
The Bears defense had themselves 
a great day as well. They held 
Moorhead to their lowest total 
offense of the season. Moorhead 
was only able to muster up 194 
yards of total offense thanks to the 
outstanding play of Brian Doyle 
and Travis Mellor, who combined 
for 19 tackles. Another factor in 
the Golden Bears' victory was the 
outstanding fans who braved the 
elements to attend the game. 
With this win the Bears extend 
their record to an impressive 6-
2 (3-1 NSIC). The Bears will be 
taking on Winona State in the-
NSIC Metrodome Classic on 
November 6. 
Battle Till the End 
By Luke Johnson 
The Bears are on a tear. The 
end of Homecoming weekend 
marked the Concordia volleyball 
team's 14th win in a row. In their 
sweep of Winona State, the Bears 
increased their win total to 20, 
keeping their ranking at four in 
the nation, and in their division. 
In the win against Winona, CSP 
smothered the warriors to a -.065 
hit percentage in the first game. 
Joy Wubben, the NSIC player of 
the week, had 18 kills that game, 
with a .429 hit percentage. Tia 
Lindberg had 17 kills, with a 
stunning hit percentage of .625 
for the game. 
So far this year the Bears have 
simply been barreling through 
teams, gunning for the ultimate 
goal—the national title— and 
not many games in the regular 
season remain in their way. After 
the upcoming home games, the 
beloved volleyball team hits the 
road again until Nov. 5, when the 
team will host UM-Crookston. 
"The Club" 
continued from page 1 
...The Club has had some 
successes already in its first few 
months. Club members took a 
trip to Lake Harriett for a cookout, 
and 16 people attended the event. 
In September, The Club 
sponsored a biking trip down the 
Paul Bunyan Trail from Brainerd 
to Backus, Minnesota, "It was 
tough with all the wind and hills, 
and we were sore, but it was 
well worth it," said Linke about 
the trip. The group camped out 
for one night and visited Pequot 
Lakes and Nisswa on the way. 
Wh , ile mpst clubs 	couple  
This will be the last home stand 
before the NSIC Tournament and 
hopefully NCAA Regionals. 
For now, the girls have set the 
modest goal of playing one game 
at a time, but the ultimate goal 
is being able to host the NSIC 
tournament . again. When asked 
what the team personally has 
set for goals, Danielle Niehls 
boldy stated, "We have high 
expectations for ourselves at the 
end of the season. Our biggest 
goal is to just make the final 
push to clinch the conference 
championship...we have three big 
games this week with St. Cloud, 
Wayne, and Southwest. We will 
need to come out ready and fired 
up to beat these teams." 
The team is obviously, pumped 
to get out and play, and when 
asked about the team spirit, 
Danielle agrees, "We are excited 
to be in the position we are in, and 
we are ready to work hard and 
accomplish our goals." 
of months before getting started, 
The Club has started strong 
and does not show any signs of 
slowing down. They hosted a 
booth at the Homecoming Street 
Party this year, and as the year 
continues, The Club plans to 
continue planning activities that 
will benefit transfer and commuter 
students, as well as the Concordia 
community in general. In the 
immediate future, they plan on 
hosting a trip to an apple orchard 
for fall apple picking. 
Any questions about involvement 
in"The Club" can be directed to co-
founders Mulvey (mulvcyo@csp. 
g-a-11) or 4inkP (iinkg-raollad-g) , 
By Ben Johnson 	 conference. 
This one is going to be close. 	These are the teams that 
The Concordia women's soccer Concordia is going to have to 
team is battling for their first ever go to battle with if they want 
conference title in school history to secure their first ever NSIC 
as well as hunting for a high seed championship. Captain Maria 
in this year's post season play. Radmacher had this to say 
The Bears are currently 9-8 with about her team, "Our hard work, 
a 3-1 record in conference play. consistency and natural talent has 
This is there first season to ever prepared us this conference season 
record 3 wins in conference play to achieve our goal: conference 
and they are not done there. championship. This year we have 
The Bears will be joined in already broken records and placed 
playoffs by some stiffcompetition. ourselves in great position to win 
Southwest State is 7-7-1, but is in playoffs." 
undefeated in conference play. 	Playoffs are scheduled for 
They will definitely be a force in November 2-6. The playoffs will 
playoffs. Winona State is 10-3-2 be held at the highest seeded 
with a record of 3-1 in conference team's home field. These girls are 
play. Northern State is 9-7 with good and they are hungry, so get 
a record of 2-2 in conference. out there and cheer them on to a 
Finally, Wayne State has a 5- championship. 
11 record, but they are 2-2 in 
Fascinating Reading 
continued from page 6 
...contains some fun books. 
Right now I'm on "Hip: The 
History" by John Leland, a study 
of what makes hip. He goes from 
blackface to jazz to Chandler 
& Cain to the Beats and so on. 
What's really nice about this book 
is that he's not condescending. 
Reading his book is like having a 
conversation about your favorite 
things: pulp fiction, hip-hop, jazz, 
William S. Burroughs. If you like 
it, it's in there. I'm not even done 
with this book, and I've already 
learned a lot. Most of it's just 
little trivia, such as finding that 
William S. Burroughs killed his 
wife by playing William Tell 
with .her. Instead of shooting an 
apple off of her head, he missed 
and hit her. But it also talks about 
women's role in pulp fiction, 
blackface's impact on our culture, 
the relationship between African 
Americans and Jewish Americans 
regarding music, and so much 
more. 
Hopefully, this has given some 
idea of what to read. There are 
so many books at the store; it's an 
overload. This is why I go back 
to what I've read before—I know 
that I'll like those books and 
they'll comfort me. 
The 
SWORD 
wants 
YOU! 
...to write, edit or photograph 
email sword@csp.edu or corsonm@csp.edu  
for details on how to become a part of The SWORD 
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